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Abstract
Planar micromixers with repetitive units have received substantial research interest since they allow low cost, lab-on-a-chip
(LOC), and point-of-care (POC) systems to achieve a proper level of mixing for any given process. This paper presents an
efficient planar micromixer that combines four types of mixing units, including convergent–divergent, circular, rhombic, and
G-shaped micromixers. Their combinations and resulting effects on the mixing efficiency are numerically and experimentally
investigated. A comprehensive Taguchi design of experiment method was used to reduce the number of the combinations
from 1024 to only 16, among which a micromixer made of rhombic and G-shaped units readily showed a mixing efficiency
beyond 80% over a wide range of inlet Reynolds numbers 0.001–0.3 and 35–65; meanwhile, a pressure drop as low as 12 kPa
was reported. The velocity and concentration fields and their gradients within the nominated micromixer were analyzed,
providing a better understanding of the mixing mechanism. These results offer design insights for further development of
planar micromixers with repetitive unites for low-cost LOC and POC devices.
Keywords Planar mixing units · Optimization · Numerical simulation · Chaotic advection · Mixing index · Pressure drop
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Microfluidic devices continue to have a considerable
impact on various fields, including chemical synthesis,
biomedical diagnostics, and drug development (Tavassoli
et al. 2018; Lashkaripour et al. 2018a; Yi et al. 2006).
Microfluidic systems are able to achieve levels of control
unapproachable in lab-scale operations, such as highly
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mixing conditions, environmental control, and small consumption of reagents (Whitesides 2006; Kwon et al. 2017).
The flow channels within microfluidic systems possess
large surface to volume ratios, owing to their diminutive
scale (Condina et al. 2019; Razavi Bazaz et al. 2020a;
Raoufi et al. 2020). As a result, an elevated level of energy
and mass transfer can be exploited for ever-increasing labon-a-chip (LOC) and point-of-care (POC) applications that
require mixing. Micromixers provide an elegant platform
to quickly reach a desirable level of mixing for a given
process. For instance, droplet-based micromixer systems
have been used for single-cell screening, proteomic, and
genomic analysis (Brouzes et al. 2009; Lashkaripour et al.
2018b). Chemical analysis also benefits from the application of microfluidics; Wang et al. reported the use of an
integrated microfluidic chip for the quantification of methanol (Wang et al. 2012), while Fu et al. reported the use of
integrated microfluidics for the analysis of formaldehyde
in Chinese herbs (Fu et al. 2014). Moreover, various forms
of nanoparticles (NPs) have reportedly been synthesized
in microfluidics devices, including gold NPs (AuNP) and
nanorods (Uson et al. 2016), titanium dioxide NPs (Eun
et al. 2009), palladium NPs and copper NPs (Boken et al.
2016). Many of these applications require the rapid and
efficient mixing of samples and reagents, which is facilitated by micromixers (Mahmoodi et al. 2019; Mahmoudi
et al. 2019), as was showcased by antibody/particle conjugations (Vasilescu et al. 2020).
Micromixers can be integrated with other microfluidic
devices to form a lab-on-a-chip system, where they play a
vital role in improving the mixing efficiency of a laminar
flow regime (Hessel et al. 2005). These micromixers can
be categorized as either active or passive (Nguyen and Wu
2004). Active micromixers rely upon the application of
external forces to facilitate mixing, where these forces can
be thermal, magnetic, acoustic, or electro-kinetic. Although
active micromixers provide high levels of mixing efficiency,
their structural complexity, difficult integration into microfluidic systems, and cost make them less viable options.
Passive micromixers, on the other hand, require no external
energy input, other than the application of chaotic advection
or turbulence through variation in channel geometry and
consequently fluid hydrodynamics (pressure and velocity)
(Cai et al. 2017; Bahiraei et al. 2018). These micromixers
are more cost-effective and are easily fabricated for integration with other microfluidic components when compared to
active ones as they require no complicated-external input
source (Lee et al. 2016; Bahiraei et al. 2017). They are an
ideal choice for applications that do not require intensive
environmental control with less structural complexity. In
passive micromixers, mixing is a result of either diffusion
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or chaotic advection generated by pumping energy and channel geometry (Bahiraei and Mazaheri 2018a).
The geometry of passive micromixers has been the subject of many reviews over recent years (Bayareh and Ashani
2019; Gambhire et al. 2016; Lee and Fu 2018). Efficient
micromixer designs and orientations are crucial to achieving a high mixing index; as such, many designs catering
to many different applications have been reported (Bayareh
and Ashani 2019). There exist designs containing repetitive
and non-repetitive units. Those with a non-repetitive design
pattern are manipulated to create either Dean vortices or
chaotic advection, increasing the mixing index (Lee et al.
2016; Bahiraei and Mazaheri 2018b; Rasouli et al. 2018).
Those with two or more units repeated along the length
of the microchannel can be further categorized into three
groups, i.e., planar mixing units with repetitive units (without obstacles) (MURU), planar mixing units with repetitive obstacles (MURO), and mixing units with repetitive 3D
units (MUR3DU) (Bazaz et al. 2018). MUR3DU micromixers are not easily integrated with other components in labon-a-chip devices and are more challenging to fabricate than
their planar counterparts. Moreover, MURO micromixers
have embedded obstacles within their structure, leading to
an increase in the pressure drop along the channel length and
are not a suitable candidate for specific microfluidic applications, uniquely portable microfluidic devices.
There exist manifold research studies requiring low-pressure input as well as high mixing efficiency for their applications. Most of the static or dynamic single-cell trappings’
devices work with extremely low-flow rates (in the order of
µl/h) (Nilsson et al. 2009). Also, the separation of nanoparticles (e.g., extracellular vesicles, exosomes, proteins, and
DNA ligands) requires flow operation at an extremely low
input flow rate (Zhang et al. 2020). For instance, Liu et al.
proposed a microchannel based on viscoelastic flows allowing their systems to accommodate velocities up to 200 µl/h
(Liu et al. 2017). These studies highlight the need for micromixers working at low pressure while possessing high mixing efficiency. Therefore, micromixers with MURU have
gained more publicity in these areas (Chung and Shih 2007).
Although numerous planar mixing units without obstacles
have been developed for low-pressure input and portable
microfluidic devices, further research and optimizing the
combination of these units are absent in the literature. The
selection of the right sequence of micromixers becomes critical as the mixing efficiencies within each class of micromixers vary substantially. That is, each individual mixing unit,
even if repeated, may not meet the requirements of every
application.
The primary aim of this study is to propose a micromixer
configuration that maintains a low-pressure drop while
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creating the highest mixing efficiency possible. To achieve
this, we created a hybrid micromixer comprised of a combination of planar mixing units. To this end, various MURUs
have been analyzed, and the best combination has been
selected via the Taguchi optimization method. To integrate
different and inconsistent units, we have used Reynolds (Re)
and Péclet numbers (Pe) to keep dynamic and geometric
similarities constant. Afterwards, the optimal design has
been investigated thoroughly, i.e., the effect of Re on the
performance of the whole mixer, the mixing performance of
each unit, and the mixing mechanism behind the best one.
Finally, the pressure drop within the selected micromixer
is calculated and compared with the previously developed
MURO micromixer (Bazaz et al. 2018). Through this optimization method, we have developed a planar hybrid micromixer with low-pressure input suitable for the resource-limited facilities and low-flow rate fluid applications such as
single-cell analysis or antibody-particle conjugations.

2 Materials and methods
In this section, the governing equations and the design of
experiment method (DOEM) used to select the best combinations are explained along with the selected MURU. The
theoretical and geometric considerations for the design are
also outlined, followed by the device manufacturing process.

2.1 Governing equations and boundary conditions
The numerical method was executed using the physics described in Table 1. The Re range for this study lies
within the laminar flow region. We consider the properties
of the fluid to be similar to those of water, as such, we are
able to apply the incompressible isothermal steady-state
Navier–Stokes equation (Eq. 1a) coupled with the continuity
equation (Eq. 1b). These two equations are solved for 2V and
P as variables, where they are the velocity vector field and
the fluid pressure, respectively. Concentration distribution, c,
is calculated by solving the stationary convective–diffusive

Table 1  Constitutive equations,
simulation parameters, and
boundary conditions (BC)
assigned to each boundary per
physics
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transport equation (Eq. 2) with 2V being passed from the
previously solved equations (segregated scenario) and D
being the diffusivity between the fluids.
In the laminar flow equation, 𝜌 and 𝜇 are the density
and dynamic viscosity of the fluid, respectively. A uniform
velocity (U ) boundary condition was assigned to the flow
inlets, and the atmospheric pressure was set to the outlet
to emulate the experimental condition. Other boundaries
were regarded as no-slip walls, and their validity checked
by confirming the Knudsen number (Eq. 3) held a value
below 10–3:

Kn =

𝜆
,
Lc

(3)

wherein 𝜆 denotes the mean free path length (0.25 nm for
water) and Lc represents the characteristic length of the
channel. As a result, a Kn of approximately 1.7 × 10–6 was
obtained, which means that the no-slip condition at the walls
and the principle of the continuum are reasonable assumptions. Finally, the uniform molar concentration of 0 and
1 was set at the inlets as the boundary conditions for the
transport of diluted species equation. Furthermore, the final
molar intensity of 0.5 infers that the fluids are adequately
mixed.
The abovementioned equations were discretized and
solved by COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2a, a commercial finite
element analysis (FEA) software (Mollajan et al. 2018). The
segregated scenario has been utilized, having the velocity
and pressure solved first (with quadratically discretized
concentration calculated at the previous step), followed by
the concentration (with the linearly discretized velocity and
pressure achieved during this step). Each equation is solved
by the iterative solver, restarted Generalized Minimum
RESidual scheme (GMRES), proved efficient for sparse
linear systems. All simulations have been conducted with
a 64-bit operating system, Intel Xeon E312 (Sandy Bridge)
processor, and 31.0 GB of memory. The result of mesh
independency analysis using Richardson extrapolation is
provided in Table S1 and Fig. S1 in the Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) along with the quality of the grid.

Physics

Equation

Physical properties

Laminar flow

𝜌(2V ⋅ ∇)2V = −∇P + 𝜇∇2 2V
∇ ⋅ 2V = 0

(1a)
(1b)

Transport of
diluted species

(2V ⋅ ∇)c = D∇2 c

(2)

Boundary

BC

Inlet 1
𝜌 = 988 kg∕m3
𝜇 = 8.9 × 10−4 Pa ⋅ s Inlet 2
Outlet
Walls
Inlet 1
D = 2 × 10−9 m2 ∕s

c = 1 mol∕m3

Inlet 2

c = 0 mol∕m3

Outlet

𝜕c
𝜕2n
𝜕c
𝜕2n

Walls

2V = U
2V = U
P=0
2V = 0

=0
=0
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2.2 Design of experiment method and MURU
selection
To design an appropriate micromixer, a DOEM was employed
to efficiently select and test combinations of planar mixing
units without obstacles. As shown in Fig. 1, four MURUs
including, convergent–divergent wall (Afzal and Kim 2012,
2015; Ansari et al. 2010), Circular (Ansari et al. 2010),
Rhombic (Hossain and Kim 2014), and G-shaped mixing
units (Bhopte et al. 2010) were selected. Having unique characteristics, each unit affects the flow differently to maximize
the generation of chaotic advection. The first chosen unit was
a convergent–divergent wall design made up of sinusoidal
channel walls. The main channel is split and recombined at a

Fig. 1  The schematic view of the hybrid micromixer consisting of 5
equally distant slots for sequentially locating the selected units (all
dimensions are in mm). The directions of convergent–divergent and
G-shaped units are parallel to the main flow, while the main flow in
the rhombic and circular units, pouring through the wider branch,
determines the unit direction (all the directions in the scheme are
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regular interval. This design reportedly generates differential
centrifugal forces and a double vortex pair at the necks of the
channel (Afzal and Kim 2012). The circular MURU design
features an unbalanced split and recombination of the main
channel about a circular center. The two created sub-channels
are of different widths, collectively adding to the width of the
main channel. The greater sub-channel possesses a larger mass
flow rate, resulting in a higher level of inertia. The difference
in inertia between the two sub-channels creates an unbalanced
collision of fluids as the channels recombine, increasing the
level of turbulence (Li et al. 2013). The selected rhombic
MURU follows a similar design strategy in that it also utilizes
an unbalanced split and recombine (SAR) system. The selected
design follows a three-split system between a rhombic angle of

downward). CD, C, R, and G stand for each level, namely convergent–divergent, circular, rhombic, and G-shaped mixing units, respectively. All of the possible placements of each unit (1024) are shown,
which will be reduced to 16 using the Taguchi elimination method to
find an efficient configuration
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45°. The three-split system generates extra recirculation flows,
enhancing the mixing index. This type of rhombic MURU
typically exhibits superior mixing capabilities compared to a
two-split system in the recombination zone when placed in
series. Hossain and Kim reported the use of this three-split
system in series where the major and minor sub-channels are
inverted along the length of the micromixer (Hossain and Kim
2014). The final unit is a G-shaped unit proposed by Bhopte
et al. (2010). Here, the fluids travel in a square wave pattern
after being split. Sharp changes in the fluid flow direction
facilitate shear mixing to improve the mixing efficiency. The
recombination of channels then merges the fluids into a lateral
stream once more. In our study, all mixing units have a constant 200 µm height.
The present micromixer provides five slots for mixing units,
as shown in Fig. 1. However, fitting all of these units into five
slots yields 1024 (45) possible combinations, impractical to
simulate and fabricate within the timeframe of this study. To
address this, a Taguchi L16 (45) orthogonal array optimization
was used to reduce the total number of experimental designs
to 16. This method itself was developed by Genichi Taguchi
and has been widely used for experimental design optimization (Lashkaripour et al. 2019). Here, we have four design
parameters (the selected mixing units) with five levels of value
for each (number of slots). This yields an L16 orthogonal array
with the specific combinations and orders of mixing units, as
tabulated in Table 2.
Equation (4) was used to determine the minimum number
of experiments:

Table 2  The combination of mixing units for optimization test scenarios proposed by Taguchi for five factors and four levels
Experiment
no.

Slot 1

Slot 2

Slot 3

Slot 4

Slot 5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

CD
CD
CD
CD
C
C
C
C
R
R
R
R
G
G
G
G

CD
C
R
G
CD
C
R
G
CD
C
R
G
CD
C
R
G

CD
C
R
G
C
CD
G
R
R
G
CD
C
G
R
C
CD

CD
C
R
G
R
G
CD
C
G
R
C
CD
C
CD
G
R

CD
C
R
G
G
R
C
CD
C
CD
G
R
R
G
CD
C

N = 1 + NV (L − 1),
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(4)

where N is the minimum number of experiments, NV is the
total number of variables, and L is the number of levels of
each variable. Using this equation, where NV = 4 and L = 5,
leads to an N value of 16 experiments.

2.3 Scaling of mixing units and dynamic similarity
It is essential to mention that the units chosen are of similar
scales in terms of volume and overall dimensions. This helps
to ensure their compatibility in both simulative and physical
experiments while maintaining their optimum state, in this
case, geometrical parameters. Each unit was scaled about its
centroid based on the dimensional relationships and aspect
ratios reported in the literature and described in our previous
study (Bazaz et al. 2018).
To ensure each unit was scaled correctly and performed
under the same conditions, both Re and Pe were set equal
during the scaling process. Re is the determinant of a fluid
flow characteristic and defined as the ratio of inertia to viscous forces as presented in Eq. (5):

Re =

𝜌UDh
,
𝜇

(5)

where Dh = 4A∕P is the hydraulic diameter of channel
wherein A is the area of the channel’s cross-section, and
P is its wetted perimeter (Razavi Bazaz et al. 2020b). In
this study, Re of each inlet was calculated and reported. Pe
number, given in Eq. (6), represents the ratio of the convective to the diffusive mass transfer, indicating that the mixing
process is more predominant by either factor.

Pe =

UDh
.
D

(6)

2.4 Quantification of mixing
The mixing index (MI) is one of the primary forms of determining the efficiency of mixing used in this study. The MI is
defined by Eq. (7) as follows:
√
√ n (
√ 1 ∑ k − k̄ )2
i
(7)
MI = 1 − √
,
n
k̄
i=1

where n is the number of sample points, ki is the molar fraction at the cross-section of the outlet, and k̄ is 0.5 as the
average molar fraction. An MI value of 1 is indicative of
complete mixing while an MI value of 0 indicates no mixing.
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2.5 Fabrication process
Micromixers were fabricated from a mold made by photolithography. Briefly, the mixture of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pre-polymer and curing agent (Sylgard 184,
DowsilCorp., Midland, MI, USA) were first mixed (ratio of
10:1) and then degassed in a vacuum chamber. This mixture
was then poured on a silanized mold, followed by baking
in an oven at 70 °C for 2 h. Thereafter, the cured PDMS
was gently peeled off from the mold, and inlets and the
outlet were punched using a Uni-Core™ Puncher (Sigma17 Aldrich Co. LLC, SG). Finally, the PDMS channel was
bonded onto a glass slide using an oxygen plasma machine
(Harrick Plasma, USA) (Fig. S2). Once the channel was
fabricated, samples were introduced into the chip using a
syringe pump (Harvard Co., USA) and images and videos
were captured via a CCD camera (DP80, Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan) mounted on an inverted microscope (IX73, Olympus,
Tokyo, Japan).
To ensure the fabricated chips retained the desired dimensions, their cross-sections were measured via profilometry
(Fig. S3). Profilometry data was then used to calculate the
hydraulic diameter from the cross-sections of design numbers 5 (Fig. S3A) and 9 (Fig. S3B). Since micromixers are
velocity-sensitive cases, the hydraulic diameter calculation
is vital for syringe pump flow rates to improve accuracy.

3 Results and discussion

To reduce the cost and time, the optimization process was
carried out using the numerical results from the specific configurations suggested by the Taguchi optimization method.
All of the simulations are performed for a Re of 5, a regular
value for lab-on-chip microdevices. To validate the numerical results, we randomly selected a number of designs for
fabrication and conducting the experiments. Figure 2a–c
compares the numerical and experimental results of design
numbers 5, 9, and 13, respectively. To extract the experimental values of the mixing index, an image processing software
(Fiji) has been used. Using this software, grayscale values of
the images along a line parallel to the channel width at the
inlet and outlet have been extracted. These values were then
normalized using Eq. (8):
∗
Ii∗ − Imin
∗
∗
Imax
− Imin

,

(8)

where the actual intensity is represented by Ii∗ , and the
minimum and maximum values of intensity at the inlet
∗
∗
(unmixed fluid) are given by Imin
and Imax
, respectively. The

13

experimental value of the mixing index is then calculated
using Eq. (9):

MIexperimental = 1 −

ME
.
MEno mixing

(9)

Here, ME and MEno mixing were calculated using Eqs. (10)
and (11).
√
√
)2
N (
√1 ∑
Ii − Ī
(10)
ME = √
N
Ī
i=1

MEno mixing

√
√
(
)2
√ ∑
√1 N
Imin,max − Ī
=√
,
N i=1
Ī

(11)

where N is the number of pixel in the inlet or outlet image
along a line parallel to the channel width, Ī is 0.5, and
Imin,max can be 0 or 1, respectively. The extracted values of
the experimental mixing index are illustrated in Fig. 2. Both
quantitative and qualitative results illustrate that the numerical predictions agree well with the experimental results of
the selected designs, further proving the reliability of the
results produced by the computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
method in micromixers.

3.2 Taguchi optimization results

3.1 Numerical validation

Ii =

(2020) 24:61

Figure 3 presents the results of the Taguchi optimization
(Table 2) based on the mixing index of each channel. These
results provide the sensitivity of each factor and their placement along the channel. Scattered graphs are colored based
on the order of the numerical tests (runs) following the
Taguchi table (Fig. 3a–e). The performance of each unit
was evaluated at least once per slot. In other words, simulations were fairly carried out using all optimization factors
and their levels to capture those effects. The highest mixing indexes across each slot were obtained in numerical test
numbers 10 and 15, respectively shown as cyan and orange,
as highlighted with green circles. Comparing the unit combinations in these two cases shows that both of them have the
CD unit located at slot 5, meaning that the CD unit is not a
good candidate for slot 5, and the contributions of other units
are more effective. Moreover, the use of CD and C units in
each slot appears to be inefficient, as marked with red circles
shown by blue colors scatter (Fig. 3a–e).
Signal to noise ratio (S/N), a parameter derived from
the Taguchi method, was used to analyze the performance
of each unit. Three classes of quality can be utilized, each
assigned to a category that states the-lower-the-better,
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Fig. 2  Comparisons of numerical and experimental results at the left
and the right of each column, respectively, on the distribution of concentration in a design 5, b design 9, and c design 13 (Table 2). Upon
comparison, a reliable correlation is observed between the experi-

mental and simulation results; that is, the numerical results can accurately and efficiently envisage the flow behavior that occurs in real
scenarios

the-nominal-the-better, and the-higher-the-better. To maximize the mixing efficiency, we have selected the-higher-thebetter criterion, since the mixing index was the optimization
goal. After selecting the proper class, the signal to noise
ratio (S/N) quantifies the degree of response to the target
response under various noise conditions. The formula corresponding to this feature is written as Eq. (12):
)
( n
( )
1∑ 1
,
S∕N = −10 × log10
(12)
n i=1 Y 2

where n is the number of responses in the factor level combination, and Y is the responses for the given factor level
combination (mixing index here). By looking at the S/N diagram for each slot at Re = 5, the best-nominated units for
each slot are specified by the same color arrow pointing the
highest value (Fig. 3f). The Taguchi method suggests that
the optimum configuration is constituted of three R units
where two of them are placed at slot 1 and 2, and the third
one is located in slot 4 between two G units. As a result,
this verifies our previous predictions about CD and C units’
inefficiency and accordingly highlighting the high mixing
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Fig. 3  a–e Performance and sensitivity of each unit placed in each
slot along with f their signal to noise ratio. Green circles indicate the
highest mixing indexes due to the placement of a specific unit, while

the red circles are for the lowest indexes. Arrows indicate the nominated units in the slots of a similar color (color figure online)

efficiency of R and G units. Furthermore, the first slot is
shown to be more sensitive to the change of the inserted
mixing units compared to other slots (Fig. 3).
Figure 4 depicts the mixing mechanism of the optimum
hybrid MURU micromixer at two Re of 0.5 and 60. These
two low and high Re were selected to separately study the
effect of each mixing mechanism, i.e., diffusive and convective, depending on the critical inlets Re. Diffusion is
dominant in Re below its critical value, while the effect of
convection is insignificant to some extent and vice versa.
The gradient of concentration at different sections is demonstrated along with a comparison between the diffusive
and convective flux magnitude for a better understanding
of their underlying mechanisms. The homogeneity of concentration gradient throughout the channel means there is
no sign of convection mixing, and this can be confirmed by
the arrows of convective flux. The convective flux is larger
by an order of magnitude in some regions, but the key factor is its nonhomogeneity to break the fluid laminae and
blend them. On the other hand, the mixing mechanism of
the optimum design at low Re is mostly based on the diffusion where the approximately uniform convective flux does

not play a significant role. Thus, the mixing index gradually
increases after each section. However, fluid characteristics
and consequently, the concentration gradient distribution
changes drastically at high Re, where the convection mixing
mechanism is dominant. This is proved by the extreme diversity of the concentration gradient pattern in each section.
A straightforward interpretation is shown by the direction
of convective flux (Fig. 4). Fluid starts to be unstable after
passing the first unit owing to its inertia and the transverse/
in-plane velocity components. As a result of employing SAR
units, double and quadruple counter-rotating vortices form,
respectively after each R unit (Sects. 2, 3 and, 5) and after
each G unit (Sects. 4 and 6). As the convective flux changes,
the fluid interface changes accordingly to assist the mixing
performance. This phenomenon, called chaotic convection,
reduces the diffusion path. The most efficient unit featuring
this mechanism is the G unit located in the third slot, contributing more than 30% to the performance of the hybrid
micromixer.
Figure 5 depicts the mixing index trend versus the horizontal length of the channel. It takes into account the effect
of each unit at different Re. Figure 5a demonstrates the
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Fig. 4  Analysis of mixing mechanism at different sections along the
length of micromixer for the two different Re of 0.5 and 60. Sectional
contours and arrows are the concentration gradient distribution, concentration distribution under diffusive flux, and sum of the convective

and diffusive flux from top to bottom, respectively. The chaotic convection comprises an erratic concentration distribution, which happens mostly at high Re. Here, Re = 60 is high enough to cause chaotic
mixing

performance of proposed MURU in a wide range of Re and
Pe to investigate the flow characteristic effects. The simulations were performed in four regions of Re: 0.001–0.1 (with
a ratio of 10), 0.2–1 (with an increment of 0.1), 2–10 (with
an increment of 1) and, 15–65 (with an increment of 5). The
performance of the micromixer can be described by looking
at the dominant mixing mechanisms in two regions depending on the critical Re ( Rec ): the diffusion-based mixing
region ( Re < Rec ) and the convection-based mixing region
( Re < Rec ). In the diffusion-dominant region (Fig. 5b), the

mixing index is inversely proportional to Re, while in the
convection-dominant region (Fig. 5c), this effect is contrariwise. For instance, in relatively small Re ( Re ≪ 0.1), the
fluids have become thoroughly mixed within a short length
from the channel entrance. Therefore, for a given length, the
mixing index increases after the critical velocity, where diffusion no longer plays a vital role in the mixing mechanism,
and convection mixing occurs instead. As can be seen, the
Re and mixing index vary proportionally within this region.
Moreover, it can be concluded from Fig. 5 that contrary to
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Fig. 5  Analysis of the optimized micromixer. a The mixing performance of the optimized micromixer over a wide range of Re and Pe
and the effect of Re on the local mixing index b before and c after the

critical Re ( ReC). As arrows are indicating, before the critical Re, the
mixing efficiency falls by the flow velocity increment, while after the
critical point, the mixing efficiency would increase

the third unit, the fourth unit is the least effective unit in
the entire channel. Figure 6 illustrates the velocity distribution and profiles at symmetrical axes accompanied by
flow streamlines at different cross-sections, approximately
before and after each unit. At the beginning of the bifurcate
channel, where two flows enter the main channel, the velocity profile is expected to be in the form of that of in the
Poiseuille flow. Approaching the first unit, the fluid starts
to change its direction resulting in the relocation of peak
velocity. The same condition happens in the next section;
however, as a consequence of changing the direction of the
mixing unit, the peak velocity happens near the opposing
wall of the main channel. Moreover, a counter-rotating pair
of vortices emerge owning to the flow swing, which likely

happens for every unit. Consequently, the diffusional path
decreases while the mixing index increases. Note that G
units induce quadruple vortices, which have a fluctuation in
the widthwise velocity profile to favor the convection mixing. Thus, a vorticity analysis is provided for the third unit to
understand its performance. Figure 7 shows the stream-wise
vorticities in the third unit, G unit. The formula to calculate
the vorticity vector, 2𝜔 , is written as the curl of the flow
velocity field (Eq. 13):

13

2𝜔 = ∇ × 2V,

(13)

where ∇ is the del operator. As indicated, each branch contributes to the mixing of fluids with a similar flow rate.
Indeed, a sense of symmetry is evident, although the unit
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Fig. 6  Illustration of the velocity distribution and fluctuation at different sections of the final design at Re = 60. The graphs show the midplane velocity distributions (reported as non-dimensional values) next

to their axes. The sectional vortices and the variation of peak velocity
location, as a factor of fluid mass, help the chaotic mixing to occur

is not symmetrical. This is true for the regions before the
recombination point. A curvature-induced pair of vortices
enters the unit and after encountering the opposing wall at
the split point, a perpendicular pair of vortices forms and
remains inside the channel until they reach the corners. As a
consequence of the sharp curvature at the corners, the Dean
flow starts to appear and persist through that region. Dean
flow happens once again after the next corner through the
branches by the time they merge to create quadruple vortices: a flow pattern caused by two chaotic flows recombining

perpendicularly. Therefore, it may be concluded that this
unit is the most efficient part of the whole micromixer thorough the induction of chaotic flow. However, this can create
a high-pressure drop inside the micromixer following the
vortex pressure loss ∼ U n ( n > 1).
Figure 8a, b illustrate the pressure distribution at different
Re along the dimensionless channel lengths of the nominated
MURU of this study and the previously proposed MURO
(Bazaz et al. 2018). The value of pressure at the channel in Re
of 55 for MURO is ~ 84 kPa, while for MURU is just ~ 6.3 kPa.
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Fig. 7  Stream-wise vorticities distribution (2𝜔) in the G unit located at the third slot drawn along the fluid pathways. Arrows showed in the
dashed line demonstrate weak vorticities

It shows that the current strategy used in this study can reduce
the input pressure 13 times, which is significant and facilitate
the operating of devices. Below the Re of 75, MURU operates at input pressure lower than 10 kPa, and even at Re of 85,
the input pressure is 12 kPa, which is significantly lower than
micromixers in which obstacles are implanted. Looking into
details reveal that the third and fifth units of MURU and the
second, third, and fourth units of MURO are the most efficiently selected units in each case. As expected, the value of
−𝜕P
increases when reaching these types of units in either case.
𝜕l
Moreover, the pressure drop is non-linearly correlated to the
Re due to the inherent nonlinearity of flow within these units,
where the effect of circulation in pressure loss is more significant compared with other units.
Finally, the two hybrid micromixers (MURU and MURO)
are compared in Fig. 8c, d. The more the Re, the less the ratio
of the pressure drop (% MURU/MURO pressure drop). At Re
1, the pressure drop ratio is around 10, while at Re of 55, it
reaches 7.6. The comparison of the mixing index versus pressure drop for these two MURO and MURO is also depicted
in Fig. 8d. MURO can proffer a higher mixing index at the
cost of pressure drop while MURU gives an adequate level of
mixing with a significantly lower pressure drop. Based on this
diagram, a proper micromixer can be selected according to the
user’s demand. These results highlight the point that the simple
design of present obstacle-free MURU can dramatically reduce
the fabrication and operation cost, material, time, and energy
for a broader range of mixing operations.

13

4 Conclusion
In this study, we evaluated the repetitive behavior of four
distinctive mixing units, including convergent–divergent,
circular, rhombic, and G-shaped micromixers to form
an efficient hybrid planar micromixer with low-pressure
drop. A well-known statistical method proposed by Taguchi was used to reduce the number of experiments from
1024 possible combinations of units to only 16 specific
combinations. This method enabled us to thoroughly
study the sensitivity of each unit and their order along the
micromixer. The proposed efficient obstacle-free hybrid
micromixer contains rhombic and G-shaped units to reach
a high level of mixing index (> 80%) over a wide range of
Re 0.001–0.3 and 35–65. The performance of the nominated design was investigated for Re ranging between
0.001 and 65 to examine its critical point (i.e., Re = 3 )
where the mechanism of mixing changes from diffusion
to advection. Furthermore, a comprehensive investigation was carried out on the velocity fields, mixing index,
concentration fields, and its gradients at different sections
of the obstacle-free hybrid micromixer to examine its
performance. The results led to the conclusion that the
third unit, a G-shaped unit, has the most influence on the
mixing performance containing chaotic advection through
the quadruple vortices generated. Finally, a comparison
between the present micromixer and previously proposed
MURO micromixer proved the MURU has significantly
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Fig. 8  Pressure drop along the channels of a Taguchi-nominated
MURU and b MURO micromixer at different Re, approximately
before and after each unit. Locations of the slots are shown by their
numbers over the graphs. It shows that the obstacle-free hybrid
micromixer has a significantly lower pressure drop compared to

MURO. Analysis of pressure drop in micromixers; c the overall pressure drops of MURU and MURO designs at different Re and the ratio
of them and d the variation of mixing index versus pressure drop
(right). It is inferred that the power consumption can be reduced by at
least 90% using MURU design at a constant Re

lower pressure drop while maintaining a relatively high
mixing index. This further necessitates the development
of planar micromixers with repetitive unites for the lowcost lab-on-a-chip and point-of-care devices. As a future
goal, we highlight the investigation on integrated 3D units
via the Taguchi method since it has worked for the previous 2D cases, and the pressure loss can be added as the
response/objective function of the DOEM.
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